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Abstract
With the increase in available data and the advances made in the machine learning
domain powerful algorithms are developed to analyse complex data.

In the eld

of computer vision, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have improved the capabilities in image comprehension, allowing to analyse image characteristics. This
research focuses on the characteristic of landscape scenicness, i.e. the natural beauty
of images. To get a better understanding of what humans associate with natural
beauty, a method is investigated which allows to search for a broad range of concepts
driving this perception of beauty. This is done by learning from and connecting two
heterogeneous datasets. Using the concepts in the Broden image dataset and the
semantic meaningful feature space of a CNN, concept representations within this
feature space are learned.

These concept representations are knowns as Concept

Activations Vectors (CAVs). Aligning the CAVs with the CNN image features from
the crowdsourced ScenicOrNot (SoN) dataset (in which images have been scored on
their scenicness) provides an initial set of concepts related to scenicness. Next, to
discover new concepts beyond those in Broden, the manifold of the CAV domain
is aligned with the manifold of large set of word embeddings using semi-supervised
manifold alignment. Connecting the CAVs and word embeddings in a latent space
provides access to a large dictionary of concepts. Transforming both scenic and unscenic SoN images to the latent space, the dictionary of concepts can be used to nd
new concept related to scenicness. Overall, the general trend in the results showed
that outdoor and nature related concepts contribute to a more beautiful perception
of landscapes, while man-made structures are more often beautiful landscapes.
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Chapter 1 | Introduction
1.1 Analysis of User Generated Content
The amount of available information has increased exponentially over the last years.
Collecting information is easier and cheaper due to the availability of new sensors.
This makes the accessible information almost limitless [23]. Much of this available
data is linked to a spatial location, advancing Al Gore's vision of a `Digital Earth'
[16] to a new phase characterised by `Big Earth Data' [17].

Analysing this data

creates many opportunities, as problems can often be approached from a dierent
perspective [7, 15]. Part of the `Big Earth Data' is the contribution of User Generated Content (UGC), which is data/information voluntary contributed by the public
[21]. The broad variety of UGC has shown to be a valuable data source [23]; social
media services such as Twitter, Instagram and Flickr are often used in research.
UGC is worth exploring as it has the potential of being a signicant source of geographers' understanding of the surface of the Earth" [14].

To explore such kind of data, analysis is often using Machine Learning (ML) to nd
patterns that previously would not have been recognised. Deep Learning (DL), a
ML domain which which uses Neural Networks (NNs) has proven to be especially
powerful due to the high non-linearity of NNs. Currently, predictive algorithms are
embedded in domains such as entertainment (e.g. Netix recommendations), banks
(e.g. credit allocation), medicine (e.g. disease recognition), advertising (e.g. product recommendations) and legal systems (e.g. criminal activity) [10, 13, 30].

Over the last years, the ability of algorithms to analyse complex data has greatly
improved. For example, the use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), models
used for image analysis, has improved the ability of computer vision tasks showing
human-like performances [18, 20, 34]. More in-depth information on CNNs is provided in Chapter 2.

Currently, it is possible to identify photo characteristics like

photo style, virality and humour creating new possibilities in image comprehension
[38], such as understanding scenicness. Scenicness is dened as the aesthetic value of
an object and in this research it will continuously be used to describe the aesthetic
value of a landscape. While beauty is often seen as a subjective matter, recent research has shown that images with high scenicness are often associated with specic
themes or concepts like `mountains' or `coast' [33, 38]. As scenic environments are
often related to better health and happiness of people [32], gaining a better understanding of what humans associate with natural beauty can be used by policymakers,
architects and urban planners when composing new spaces. For example, the sustainable development of society is changing the landscape, but having a windmill
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park in your backyard does not always meet social acceptance [3, 6, 12]. As such,
understanding how such objects inuence the perception of landscapes is important.
Research has already been performed on the analysis of scenicness in images and
landscapes using data on the perceived landscape scenicness. This data is collected
through an experiment called ScenicOrNot (SoN), in which images are rated on their
scenicness score ranging from 1 - 10, where 1 equals 'not scenic' and 10 equals 'very
scenic' [1]. The images from SoN are analysed using a computer vision method to
discover new insights and concepts related to the perception of scenicness in images
and landscapes. The term

concept

will be used in this research as a general term

to describe objects, themes or a general idea. This can range from simple concepts
like colours to complex concepts like gender.
Marcos et al. [24] investigated scenicness interpretability by using 33 predened concepts from the Scene Understanding (SUN) dataset [27] such as coast, hiking, trees
and transport. A model was ne-tuned to predict an image's scenicness score, by
using the images from the SoN dataset. When a predened concept was present in
an image, the model was forced to use this concept in its prediction. A Semantically
Interpretable Activation Map then shows which concepts are detected, the locations
in the image and its contributions to the prediction (see Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.1: Semantically Interpretable Activation Map. On the left, the image is
shown for which the scenicness score is predicted, together with its crowdsourced
score.

Our model

refers to the model forced to use the predened concepts.

A

green outline indicates a positive contribution to the scenicness prediction for that
concept, while a pink outline indicates a negative contribution.

Baseline

refers to

the model which does not use the predened concepts. Image source: [24]

Seresinhe et al. [33] also studied the interpretability of scenicness in images by using
the SoN dataset. For every image in the dataset, the Places205 AlexNet CNN and
the Places365 CNN were applied to extract concepts from the images like `mountain',
`owers', `trees' or `residential neighbourhood'. These concepts were then linked to
scenicness, from which they concluded that natural concepts such as `valley', `coast'
and `mountain' are related with greater scenicness and man-made concepts such as
`parking lot' and `industrial area' are related with lower scenicess.
Workman et al. [38] used a similar approach by applying the Places CNNs on the
SoN images but they aggregated the individual concepts to seven general categories.
Additionally, the frequency of captions belonging to the SoN images were analysed.
Both methods show that images containing nature related concepts such as hills,
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mountains and water have a higher scenicness than images consisting of man-made
structures.
Besides the main conclusions, the research also shows that by using UGC, like the
SoN images, a larger data analysis is possible.

Similar data was generally only

available on a smaller scale through surveys with a limited scope [33]. However, by
using UGC the problem can be approached from a new perspective.

1.2 Problem Denition
While the current research covers a rst approach to a better understanding of
scenicness, it is limited to manually chosen predened concepts which are expected
to be related to scenicness. Thus, this does not provide insights beyond the chosen
concepts. If important scenicness related concepts are not dened in these datasets,
they remain unknown. Therefore, it is important to further explore new concepts
related to scenicness using a method which allows to use a broader scope of concepts.
However, no predened method is known, at the time of writing, which tackles the
described problem. As such, this research proposes a method and tests its applicability for a broader exploration of concepts.
The discussed research on scenicness is characterised by using concepts derived from
image datasets. These concepts can be represented by visual features in a CNN and
can be linked to scenicness, but the image datasets only cover a limited amount of
concepts. To expand the concepts beyond those in image datasets, it is proposed
to use a text dataset containing a large dictionary of words. In a text dataset each
word has a vector representation, also known as a word embedding. However, the
image and text datasets are heterogeneous i.e.

the word embeddings in the text

domain are completely dierent from the data in the visual/image domain and thus
the text concepts cannot be directly linked the scenicness images. To solve the difference in domains, a shared domain is created through manifold alignment in which
visual features of concepts are connected with word embeddings. Within this shared
domain it is possible to link concepts from the text domain with scenicness images
from the visual domain and thus explore a larger range of concepts.
To create a shared domain, visual features of concepts are required. Testing with
Concept Activation Vectors (TCAV) is used as a method to determine the vector
containing the visual features. This vector representing the concept is referred to
as a Concept Activation Vector (CAV). These CAVs can be linked to the scenicness
image dataset to create an initial set of concepts and their relation to scenicness.
The CAVs require validation which can be done through

k -means

clustering. Once

validated, the concept representations in the image domain (CAVs) can be connected with concept representations in the text domain (word embedding) to create
a shared domain.

3
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1.3 Research Objective
Based on the problem denition the following research objective is dened:

To explore concepts related to landscape scenicness in images by learning
from and connecting heterogeneous datasets.
The following research questions are derived from the research objective:

•

RQ1: How can the Testing with Concept Activation Vectors method be used
to determine Concept Activation Vectors of concepts in an image dataset?

•

RQ2: Which Concept Activation Vectors can be related to landscape scenicness?

•

RQ3: Which new scenicness concepts can be retrieved using word embeddings,
if any?

The above proposed method is described in more detail in this research. Chapter
2 provides a theoretical background on the used methods and techniques. Chapter
3 provides on overview of the dierent datasets used in the research.

Chapter 4

provides a detailed description of the proposed method when applied on the described datasets. The results are shown in Chapter 5 and discussed in Chapter 6.
A conclusion on the proposed method is drawn in Chapter 7 and recommendations
are provided in Chapter 8.

4

Chapter 2 | Background
In this chapter the theoretical background is provided for most of the methods used
in this research.

2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are commonly used in the eld of computer
vision for tasks like image classication, object detection and segmentation. CNNs
use convolutional layers in which learnable lters slide over the input (image), usually from left to right and top to bottom and at each location the cross-correlation is
computed (see Figure 2.1). This way the lter can extract features from the input,
e.g. edges, circles or shapes and output them to feature maps. Each layer can compute many features as lters can be stacked in a layer and by stacking convolutional
layers CNNs are able to eciently learn feature representations. Furthermore, to introduce non-linearity, each convolutional layer is followed by an activation function
like the Rectied Linear Unit (ReLU). After applying the non-linearity the feature
maps are down sampled using a technique called pooling, which summarises the
features in the feature map. This reduces the size of the input and provides translation invariance; a feature can be detected independent of its location in the input
image. Depending on the model architecture,
learn features in images, after

n

n

convolutional layers can be used to

layers the last feature maps are attened and used

to classify the image. See Figure 2.2 for a simplied overview of a CNN architecture.
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Figure 2.1: Example of a lter in a convolutional layer, note that the bias is ignored
for simplicity.
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Figure 2.2: A simple overview of a Convolutional Neural Network [29]

To optimize the learnable sliding lters in a CNN it needs to be trained on a large
amount of images.

This is often done on ImageNet, a large database containing

more than 14 million annotated images [11]. CNNs are ImageNet to output a 1000
non-overlapping classes, the acquired accuracies provide a benchmark to compare
dierent types of CNN architectures.

The learned weights achieving the highest

accuracy on ImageNet are often freely accessible and using these weights (with the
same model architecture) thus results in a pretrained CNN. Training a CNN on such
a large image database is challenging, computational demanding and time consuming. As such, using pretrained weights is advantageous and additionally the weights
are already able to extract meaningful features from images. To improve the performance of CNNs, the models tend to become more complex and increase in depth
(more stacked convolutional layers). However, training better networks by adding
additional layers is dicult due to the vanishing and exploding gradients. He et al.
[18] argues that this is not the main training problem, it is rather the convergence of
a deep network which causes problems: as a network's depth increases the accuracy
saturates and then it degrades. In other words, shallower networks perform better
than deeper networks.

This is counter intuitive as it is expected that the deeper

network at least matches the performance of the shallower network, which it did
not. He et al. [18] proposes a deep residual framework to tackle this degradation
problem which is applied in the Residual Network (ResNet).

Residual Network

ResNet models are state-of-the-art and allow to train deeper networks without saturating accuracy.

ResNet models include residual blocks shown in Figure 2.3 to

tackle the degradation problem.

The residual block consists of a skip connection

which allows information from earlier layers to be used in deeper layers by learning
the identity function. This allows the weight layers to learn the residual

F (x), hence

the name residual block. By stacking these residual blocks it is possible to create
deeper networks without accuracy degradation. In this research, a ResNet50 CNN
pretrained on ImageNet is used to extract image features (50 indicates the number
of convolutional layers in the ResNet). By using a pretrained ResNet50 there is no
need to build a specic CNN tailored to this research.
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Figure 2.3: Residual block, from [18]

2.2 Testing with Concept Activation Vectors
Testing with Concept Activation Vectors (TCAV) was introduced by [19] as method
to interpret CNNs without retraining them. Its key feature is the Concept Activation Vector (CAV), a vector representation of a concept in convolutional layer

l

of

the CNN, which uses the internal high-dimensional state to translate the model's
concept representation to a human understandable concept. A CAV in layer

l

can

be identied given a set of positive examples representing the concept of interest
and a set of negative examples in which the concept is not present. These sets will
be referred to as concept images and counter images respectively throughout this
document. The vector representations of both the concept and counter images in
layer

l

are used to train a binary linear classier which separates the concept repre-

sentations from the counter representations. The vector orthogonal to the decision
boundary, i.e. the vector pointing in the direction of the representations of the concept images, is the CAV (see Figure 2.4). Next, TCAV uses the determined CAV to
evaluate the sensitivity of the model's prediction to the dened concept of interest,
thus providing insight in the importance of the concept to the output classication.
In this project, only the method of determining CAVs is applied, as the CNN used
does not output classications related to landscape aesthetics. Thus, determining
the sensitivity of the concept of interest to the output of the CNN does not relate
to the goal of this research.

2.3 k-Means Clustering
k -Means

clustering is an unsupervised learning technique which groups data in

clusters.

Unsupervised learning only requires input variables and no output vari-

k

ables (unlabeled data), where supervised learning requires both input and output
variables (labeled data). Unsupervised learning tries to learn the underlying structure or distribution of the data.

One of the most common unsupervised learning

techniques is cluster analysis, which groups the data into several clusters, this is
usually done by applying the

k -means

algorithm, where

k

is the number of clusters

[22]. Each cluster would ideally include data points which are similar to each other
and dierent from the data points in other clusters according to a similarity metric
like Euclidean distance.

7
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CAVmountain
l

a

c

b

Figure 2.4: Given a set of concept and counter images for the concept
extract the activations from layer

l

mountain (a),

in the CNN (b) and discriminate the concept

activations from the counter activations by using a linear classier to determine a
Concept Activation Vector (c).

The

k -means

algorithm initialises

k

clusters and assigns each data samples to one

cluster, based on their distance to the clusters' centroid. Next, each sample is inspected separately in which the distance to each cluster centroid is calculated. The
sample is then reassigned to the cluster with the closest centroid and the two affected cluster centroids are updated accordingly. This continues until each sample
is reassigned to the closest cluster (see Figure 2.5). Ideally, the algorithm reaches
a global minimum where each sample is assigned to the right cluster, however, this
is highly dependent on the cluster initialisation and the dened amount of clusters.
As such, the clustering is often performed using dierent initialisations from which
the best performing one is kept.

Mini-batch

k -Means

Clustering

When using a large dataset, clustering the entire dataset can be computational
demanding.
used.

To reduce computation time, mini-batch

k -means

clustering can be

It performs the same steps, except that it rst randomly samples a subset

from the entire datasets on which the clusters are updated.

This is done for a

user-dened amount of iterations over the entire dataset [31].

2.4 Manifold Alignment
In ML labelled data is often required to train a model, however, labelled data is
limited and can be expensive to get.

Thus, transferring labelled data from one

domain to another, so that it can be reused, can save labelling time and money.
However, dierent domains do not share the semantic meaning, as such data cannot
easily be transferred from one domain to another. In other words, within a domain
data instances are comparable; the dimensions which describe the data instances
are shared with all data instances, but the rst dimension in domain

8
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Figure 2.5:

a

b

c

d

e

f

k -Means

Clustering: given a dataset of points (a), two random clusters

are initialised (b) and each data sample is assigned to the closest cluster (c). Then,
the cluster centroids are recalculated based on the assigned samples (d), and the
samples are reassigned to the closest cluster (e), again the cluster centroids changes
accordingly and the model converges to a global minimum (f ).

necessarily mean the same in domain

B.

As such, the data representation needs to

be adapted to either domain so that the data is represented by semantically similar
dimensions. In this research, this is done with manifold alignment.
Assuming datasets are available for domain

A and B , the datasets can be aligned to

create a more useful representation which allows to extract semantics shared across
both domains [36, 37]. Aligning high-dimensional data can be dicult as the the
underlying data structure is complex. However high-dimensional data often lies on
a lower-dimensional structure like a manifold which is easier to align and it can be
described by a graph. By aligning the manifolds of the dierent datasets to a latent
feature space, a new joint representation is learned where the characteristics of each
dataset are preserved and the similarties between the datasets are highlighted. Similarities between datasets can be seen as data instances belonging a similar class,
but have dierent representations in the datasets.

In the joint representation of

the datasets these instances should be mapped close to each other as they represent the same class. Simultaneously, data instances with dierent classes should be
mapped apart from each other. Manifold alignment can be applied when the dierent datasets have one 'original underlying meaning', as well as when the dierent
datasets only have related underlying structures [37].
To summarize, the goal is to map the input datasets to a latent

d-dimensional

space, where (1) the underlying structure of each dataset is preserved, (2) the data
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Dataset X

Dataset Y

2

1
Domain A

Domain B

1
2

1

2
Latent space
Figure 2.6: Manifold alignment adapted from [37]. Datasets
A and B, have shared data instances from class

1

and

2.

X

and

Y

from domains

Using manifold alignment,

the datasets are aligned in a latent space by mapping the shared instances close to
each other and simultaneously preserving the underlying structures.

instances having similar classes (shared in the input datasets) are mapped close to
each other in the latent space and (3) the data instances from dierent classes are
separated from each other.

Semi-supervised manifold alignment

Manifold alignment can be supervised, semi-supervised or unsupervised. The alignment is supervised when all data instances have matching instances across the
datasets also known as complete correspondence. It is semi-supervised when only a
limited instances share correspondence, i.e. incomplete correspondence. When no
data instances are shared between the datasets i.e. no correspondence, the alignment is unsupervised [37]. In semi-supervised alignment, the shared classes provide
data instances (labeled data) which need to be mapped close to each other in the
latent space, additionallly, non-corresponding data instances provide knowlegde on
the internal structure of the datasets [35]. An approach to apply semi-supervised
manifold alignment was presented in [36] and [35] and is explained below.

Xi ∈ Rdi ×mj , i = 1, ..., D,
containing mi data instances with li labeled and ui unlabeled instances (mi = li +ui )
PD
of dimension di and m =
i=1 mi . All data can be aligned to latent space F using
D

As in [35], assuming

domains, with data matrices

Semi-Supervised Manifold Alignment (SSMA) by a joint Laplacian in which the
graph Laplacians of the dierent datasets are concatenated. Three graph Laplacians

Lg , Ls

are dened:

Ld , where Lg is the geometry Laplacian which captures
Ls is the similarity Laplacian which captures the data
corresponding class across the datasets and Ld is the dissimilarity
and

the topology of the data,
instances with a

graph Laplacian which captures the data instances not having a shared class across
the datasets.

To construct the graph Laplacians, three matrices are dened:

geometry matrix

Wg ,

a

k -nearest

1)

neighbors graph is determined for every dataset

and are combined into a block-diagonal matrix; 2) similarity matrix Ws , where
Wsij = 1 if xi and xj share the same class and 0 otherwise, this includes unlabeled
ij
instances; 3) dissimilarity matrix Wd , where Wd = 1 if xi and xj have dierent
classes, and

0

otherwise including unlabeled instances. Next, for every matrix

every row is summed and then stored in diagonal matrix
is then dened using

Lx = Dx − Wx

[35, 36].

Dx .

Wx

Each graph Laplacian

This results in having terms to

be minimized and other to be maximized, which can be solved by the generalized
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eigen-decomposition:

Z((1 − µ)Lg + µLs )Z > ϕ = λZLd Z > ϕ.
where

Z

Lg , Ls

and

Ld

are the graph Laplacians, weighted by

is block-diagonal matrix of the matrices

Xi

and

ϕ

(2.1)

µ ∈ [0, 1]

and

are the projection vectors

aligning the data. The maximum amount of dimensions of the latent space
P
Bf = D
i=1 di , data can be projected to the latent space using:

PF (Xi ) = vi > Xi .

λ ≥ 0,

F

equals

(2.2)

Projecting data to the latent space allows for domain adaption. As the latent space
is shared by all domains it can be used to extract data from one domain and use it
in another domain.
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Chapter 3 | Data
3.1 Broadly and Densely Labeled Image Dataset
The Broadly and Densely Labeled Dataset (Broden) [4] is a combination of several
image datasets: ADE [39], Open Surfaces [5], Pascal-Context [26], Pascal-Part [8]
and Describable Textures Dataset [9]. Broden was chosen over other image datatsets
as it covers a large range of visual concepts which can be linked to scenicness of
images, while not having too specic concepts. For example, ImageNet also covers
1000 dierent concepts but these include 120 dierent types of dog breeds, such
specic concepts were not required for this research. The concepts in Broden are
divided in six categories, based on the combination of merged datasets:

•
•
•
•
•
•

scene (e.g. kitchen, mountain, highway)
object (e.g. wall, sky, tree)
part (e.g. bumper, crosswalk, horn)
material (e.g. linoleum, wood, glass)
texture (e.g. swirly, wrinkled, braided)
color (e.g. black, orange, blue)

Several examples are shown in gure 3.1. Most images have multiple labels as the
images are pixel labeled, images describing textures or scenes only have a single
label.

These images represent the concept as entity.

63305

images and

1197

30% validation split.

labels.

In total, Broden consists of

The images are provided in a 70% training and

In this thesis the image labels were used as concepts, the

corresponding images were used as visual representations of the concept.

Highway (scene)

Tree (object)

Bumper (part)

Linoleum (material)

Swirly (texture)

Orange (color)

Figure 3.1: Example images from Broden
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3.2 ScenicOrNot Image Dataset
The ScenicOrNot (SoN) dataset [1] is a user generated outdoor image dataset of
Great Britain, with every image rated on its scenicness-score (aesthetic value). The
scenicness-score ranges from 1 (not scenic) to 10 (very scenic), examples are shown in

1

Figure 3.2. The images originate from the UGC project Geograph , which aims 'to
collect geographically representative photographs and information for every square
kilometre of Great Britain and Ireland'. In this research, only the images with at
least 3 crowd-sourced scenicness-scores were used, resulting in about

212000 images.

For every image, the longitude and latitude are available, as well as the amount
of votes and the given scenicness-scores.
as scenicness score in the research.

The average rating per image was used

The scenicness score of an image will also be

referred to as the scenicness of an image throughout this document.

a
Figure 3.2:
equals

1,

b

c

ScenicOrNot images, where the crowdsourced scenicness score at (a)

(b) equals

5

and (c) equals

10.

3.3 Global Vectors for Word Representations
Global Vectors for Word Representation (GloVe) is an unsupervised algorithm to
determine word embeddings [28]. A word embedding is the representation of a word
as a vector mapped to a semantic feature space, in which semantically similar words
are mapped close to each other. The unsupervised learning algorithm is trained on
word - word co-occurence statistics in a corpus [28]. This results in feature space
with linear substructures. The word embeddings obtained by GloVe will be referred
to as the GloVe dataset. Besides GloVe, another commonly used word embedding
dataset is word2vec [25], however the algorithm used to create GloVe consistently
outperformed the word2vec model [28]. Therefore, in this thesis the GloVe dataset

2

containing a vocabulary of 400000 words represented by 300 dimensional vectors

was used. These word embeddings were derived from the corpus of Wikipedia 2014

1 http://www.geograph.org.uk/

2 https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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(full text on Wikipedia in 2014) and Gigaword 5. This dataset was preprocessed to
remove noisy words.

Wave
Mountain

+
Gigaword

GloVe
Figure 3.3: GloVe word embeddings
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Chapter 4 | Methodology
In this chapter the methodology is discussed. Figure 4.1 provides an overview on the
research questions discussed in the methodology. Each research question is discussed

RQ1

in more detail in the following sections.

Derive concepts
from Broden

Run Broden images
through CNN

Extract Concept
Activation Vectors

Validate CAVs

Optimize CAVs

RQ2

Validation by
plotting concept
score
Run ScenicOrNot
images through CNN

Calculate concept
scores

(Un)scenic concepts
Validation by
clustering

RQ3

CAVs data
Manifold Alignment

Project to latent
space

GloVe data

Figure 4.1: Overview of the thesis methodology.
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4.1 RQ1: Exploring Concept Activation Vectors
This section describes the methodology to the rst research question. It investigates
how TCAV can be used to determine CAVs of concepts in the Broden dataset.

4.1.1

Preprocessing

The images in Broden are pixel labeled and therefore images can have multiple labels and thus represent multiple concepts. However, as a result the pixel labelling
causes noise in the dataset. For example, an image can have three pixels with the
label

sky,

while the rest of the image does not represent the concept of interest.

These images need to be avoided when determining the CAVs. Several examples of
inaccurate concept representations are shown in Figure 4.2.

(a) Label: lecture room

(b) Label: sky

(c) Label: airplane

Figure 4.2: Examples of image labels which are hardly present in an image

To avoid these inaccurate representations a ltered version of Broden was created
in which all pixel labels covering less than a certain threshold of the image were removed. This threshold was determined through trial and error and visual inspection
of images. The ltering of images was applied on both the training and validation
data to create three distinct subdatasets:

•
•
•

original training dataset: every image has all its original labels
ltered training dataset: labels which cover less than the threshold are removed
ltered validation dataset: labels which cover less than the threshold are removed

The original training dataset was used to randomly select counter images needed
for the CAVs. These images contained all labels which ensured that the concept of
interest was not present in the counter images.

The ltered training dataset was

used to select the concept images needed for the CAVs. Due to the label ltering the
images more closely represented the concept of interest. The pixel label ltering was
also applied on the validation dataset. The validation dataset was used to test the
accuracy of the CAVs, by applying the lter to the validation data it corresponded
with the training data.
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4.1.2

Determining Concept Activation Vectors

To accurately calculate CAVs, the preferred amount of concept and counter images
were determined. The user of TCAV can manually choose the concept and counter
images. In [19], 30 concept images were used while on their corresponding GitHub
repository

1

50 - 200 are recommended. There is no recommendation on the number

of counter images to use. All images used were run through a pretrained ResNet50
model and the corresponding feature vectors were extracted from the semantic feature space produced by the last convolutional layer, which is a 2048-dimensional
space. These feature vectors were used to determine the CAVs.
To determine the minimal required number of concept images (p) and counter images
(n), the CAVs' accuracy was cross-validated. The cross-validation was performed
on a subset of

scene

concepts, these concepts were more accurately labelled as they

were not pixel but image labelled. First, the minimal amount of concept images (p)
was determined. A CAV was calculated for a sample of size
and xing
limit of

n = 500.

When a concept did not have

100

a was dened by the maximum available images.

p,

where

p ∈ (1 − 100)

concept images, the upper
Next, for every

(p, 500) pair

the accuracy of the corresponding CAV was calculated. As the CAV is orthogonal
to a linear classication boundary, the accuracy of a CAV can be determined by the
accuracy of the classication boundary on the

30%

held out ltered validation set.

The average accuracy was used as metric to describe the accuracy:

average accuracy =
For every sample

(p, 500)

true negatives
true positives
1
∗(
+
)
2
total negatives total positives

(4.1)

pair, the average accuracy was calculated 10 times us-

ing a random selection of concept and counter images to increase robustness. The
preferred amount of concept images to determine a CAV was the amount where a
steady average accuracy was reached for every concept in the test set.
Next, the number of counter images (n) was determined using the same procedure.
A CAV was calculated using the previously determined

p

and a sample of

n

where

n ∈ (1 − 500).

Again, for each

10 iterations.

The preferred amount of counter images was the amount where a

(p, n) pair the average accuracy was calculated using

steady average accuracy is reached.
The determined

p and n were used the calculate CAVs for every concept in Broden.

However, several concepts didn't have the preferred amount of concept images, in
which case the maximum available concept images were used. For every concept,
the average accuracy of the CAV was calculated using the ltered validation dataset.
As the CAV is dependent on a linear classier and the classication is binary (an
image does contain the concept, or it does not), an average accuracy of 50% can be
reached by classifying all test images as negatives or positives. Therefore, a threshold
of 75% was set on the average accuracy. This means that the linear classier needs
to be able to classify half of the positive test images as positive. CAVs with a lower
accuracy than the threshold of 75% were removed and not used in the research.

1 https://github.com/tensorow/tcav/blob/master/Run%20TCAV.ipynb
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4.2 RQ2: Concept Activation Vectors and Landscape Scenicness
This section describes the methodology to the second research question. It describes
how the determined CAVs were used to link concepts with landscape scenicness.

4.2.1

Concept score of ScenicOrNot images

For every image in the SoN dataset the score of an image containing a Broden
concept was calculated.

This probability is referred to as concept score, where a

high concept score denotes a high probability of a concept being present in an image
and a low concept score denotes a low probability of a concept being present. The
concept score for image

i

and CAV

j

is calculated as follows:

sij = cj · ail + bj
where

cj

is the CAV of concept

in the CNN and

bj

j , ail

(4.2)

is the activation vector for image

is the bias term of the CAV classier for concept

i

at layer

l

j.

Thus, for every image from SoN a concept score was calculated for every concept
which had a CAV. Combined with the scenicness score for every SoN image, a
correlation was calculated between concepts and scenicness score using Kendall's

τ

correlation.

This is a a non-parametric measure to assess the similarity in the

ordering of two variables. It uses the number of concordant pairs, discordant pairs
and ties to calculate the correlation coecient [2]. The following denition is used:

(C − D)
tau = p
(C + D + T ) ∗ (C + D + U )
where

C

is the number of concordant pairs,

D

is the number of ties in the rst variable and

(4.3)

is the number of discordant pairs,

U

T

the number of ties in the second

variable. Based on all the concepts and scenicness scores the correlation coecient
indicates how each concept was correlated with the scenicness score. This provides
an indication of which concepts were related to higher scenicness and which concepts
to lower scenicness.

4.2.2

Validation of concepts

Map of concept scores

To validate the concept scores of the SoN images, the geolocation of the images was
used. For every SoN image, the concept scores of the concepts

building

were displayed on a map of Great Britain.

ocean, mountain

and

This resulted in maps where

highlighted locations indicate higher concept scores. These specic concepts were
chosen as they are veriable by their location on the displayed map. For examples,
the concept coast was expected to show highlights near the coastal regions of Great
Britain, while highlights in inland areas would suggest that the concept is not correctly captured.
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Clustering

Additionally, another method to validate the concept scores was used. Unsupervised
k-means clustering was applied on all SoN images, to reduce computation time minibatch clustering was used. The data was clustered into 50 clusters, assigning each
image to a cluster. The average scenicness score per cluster was calculated based
on the assigned images. Next, the average concept scores were calculated for every
cluster. Concepts having an average concept score larger than zero were assumed
to describe the cluster. To validate if these concepts actually described the cluster,
the cluster images were visualised and inspected to check if these corresponded with
the concepts.

4.3 RQ3: Discovering New Concepts Related to Scenicness
This section describes the methodology to the third research question. It explains
how CAVs and the GloVe data were used to discover new concepts related to scenicness through manifold alignment.

4.3.1

Global Vectors for Word Representations

To discover new concepts, many new additional CAVs were needed to investigate
how these would relate to scenicness. This required creating a new additional large
image dataset based on manually chosen concepts which would be time costly and
the dataset would be problem dependent. Instead of making such a dataset to learn
new CAVs, word embeddings were used to represent new concepts. The intuition was
that word embeddings capture the semantic meaning of words in a multi-dimensional
semantic feature space that is similar to the CAVs but in a dierent domain (e.g.
text).

The GloVe dataset provided a large dictionary with a broad range of con-

cepts. Thus, it was hypothesised that the underlying structure of the GloVe word
representations was similar to the underlying structure of the CAVs, except that
they lie in a dierent dimensional feature space.

4.3.2

Applying Semi-Supervised Manifold Alignment

To test the hypothesis, the dataset in the CAV domain was aligned with the dataset
in the GloVe domain in a latent space by using semi-supervised manifold alignment.
The manifold alignment maps both CAV and GloVe representations to a latent feature space, in such a way that the structure of both datasets is being preserved,
corresponding data points in the datasets are aligned and dissimilar data points are
separated. To do so, SSMA was used. Figure 4.3 provides a visual overview of the
proposed manifold alignment.
Several concepts are shared across both domains, i.e. these concepts have both a
CAV representation and word embedding.
data or corresponding concepts.

These concepts are considered labeled

Unlabeled data, i.e.

concepts only present in a

single domain, was added to increase the robustness of the alignment as it provides
information about the underlying structures of the datasets independently of each
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other. The labeled and unlabeled data were used to encode the structure and shape
of the datasets by building the graph Laplacians

Lg , Ls

and

Ld .

To determine the graph Laplacians, the following data was used. In the CAV domain, the corresponding concepts were used as labeled data and the other concepts
as unlabeled. Additionally, from every scenicness score bin (1

− 2, 2 − 3

...,

9 − 10)

up to 500 images from the SoN set were sampled. This allowed to capture the underlying structure of both the CAVs and the SoN images in the latent space. The
dimensionality of the CAV domain (2048 dimensions) was reduced to 100 dimensions using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). As the correspondence between
the two domains was limited, only a subset of the GloVe data was used in the manifold alignment:

the corresponding concepts in GloVe were used as labeled data

and the ten nearest neighbours to each of the corresponding concepts were used as
unlabeled. These were determined using cosine similarity. In the CAV domain, for
each data instance the ten nearest CAV instances and the ten nearest SoN images
were determined to construct the geometry Laplacian.

Using the constructed graph Laplacians, the manifolds were aligned in a latent space
using the generalized eigen-decomposition (see equation 2.1). This required setting

µ ∈ [0 − 1] and λ ≥ 0. Changing µ changes the focus of
the alignment, by using µ = 0 the alignment will focus on preserving the underlying
structure of the data, by using µ = 1 the alignment will focus on a perfect alignment
of the corresponding data instances. The λ was used to weight the dissimilarity between both domains. These parameters were experimentally set to µ = 0.9 and
λ = 0.5.
the hyperparameters:

After the datasets were transformed to the latent space, images from SoN with an
average scenicness score lower than 2 (unscenic) and higher than 7 (scenic) were
mapped to the latent space. By transforming these images to the latent space, the
unscenic and scenic images could be related to the transformed concepts in GloVe.
To explore new concepts only non-corresponding GloVe concepts were used as these
concepts did not appear in Broden and were thus considered as `new' concepts.
Again, a concept score

sij

was calculated for the transformed image

corresponding GloVe concept

i

and non-

j:

sij = cj ∗ ai
where

ai

cj

(4.4)

is the transformed GloVe embedding of non-corresponding concept

is the vector of the transformed image

i.

j

and

Next, the concept scores were related

to the scenicness scores of the images using Kendall's

τ

correlation, which provided

an overview of new scenic concepts and unscenic concepts. Also, the Broden images
were transformed to the latent space and a concept score was calculated for the
new concepts and the transformed Broden images, similar to the above described
approach.

For each of the new concepts, the four images with the highest con-

cept score from Broden as well as from SoN were visualised to assess the captured
semantics by the new concept representations.
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CAV domain

GloVe domain
Building

Wave

Street

Ocean
Beach

Mountain

Airport

Fog
Mountain

Harbor

l

Beach

Images

CNN

Building

Wave

+
Gigaword

Airport

Ocean

CAVs

Word embeddings

GloVe

Manifold alignment

Building

Street

Airport
Fog
Harbor
Mountain
l

Beach

(Un)scenic
images

Image
features

Ocean

Wave

Latent space

Figure 4.3: Overview of the proposed methodology.

The CAV domain is aligned

with the GloVe domain in a latent space using Semi-Supervised Manifold Alignment.
Next, the concepts in the GloVe domain are used to discover new concepts related
to unscenic and scenic images.
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Chapter 5 | Results
This chapter presents an overview of the results of the research, in which each
research questions is covered by a dierent subchapter.

5.1 RQ1: Exploring Concept Activation Vectors
A threshold of 3% was used to lter image labels.

Several examples of removed

labels are shown in Figure 5.1. The ltering removed 106 concepts, these concepts
did not have a label in any image after the ltering. This left a total of 1091 concepts
present in Broden.

(a) Removed labels:

(b) Removed labels:

(c) Removed labels:

oor, person, metal and lecture sky, windowpane, torso and oor, airplane, shopping mall
room
garage-indoor
and bedpost
Figure 5.1: Removed image labels using a 3% threshold

To determine the number of concept and counter images required to accurately derive a CAV, an experimental setup was used in which the average accuracy of the
CAVs was determined for a subset of 16

scene

concepts.

Figure 5.2 and 5.3 dis-

play the average accuracy for six concepts using a varying number of concept and
counter images respectively, the other concepts are shown in Appendix A. The solid
line denotes the average accuracy and the lighter band the standard deviation.
The preferred amount
of concept and counter images required for an accurate CAV
(
was set to

p=

40, if max(p) > 40
max(p), otherwise

and

n = 200,

based on the visual interpre-

tation of the graphs. These values were used for all determined CAVs in this research.
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2

(e) Bus shelter
Figure 5.2: Average accuracy plots of

4

6

Number of concept images
(f) Hayeld

scene

concepts, with

n = 500.

The light blue

band shows the standard deviation.

Using the preferred 40 concept images and 200 counter images per concept, the
CAVs for all concepts in Broden were determined. The minimum average accuracy
of the CAVs was set at 75%, all concepts below 75% were removed as it was assumed
that these were inaccurate concept representations. This left a total of 628 concepts
with a CAV representation for further analysis. Figure 5.4 shows the eight closest
aligned test images with the determined CAVs for

horse, ship

and

mountain.
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The amount of

concept images used is shown in the title of each graph, this varies per concept.

Figure 5.4: Eight nearest neighboring images in the test data to the determined
Broden CAVs for concepts
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5.2 RQ2: Concept Activation Vectors and Landscape Scenicness
5.2.1

Correlation scenicness and concept scores

To link the concepts in Broden to the scenicness score of the SoN images, a concept
score was calculated for every Broden concept for every SoN image. The concept
score provided an indication of a concept being present in SoN image.

Next, the

Kendall's Tau rank correlation was calculated between the concepts scores and the
scenicness scores.

The top 10 most positive and negative correlated concepts are

shown in Table 5.1, visual examples of each concept are shown in Figure 5.5 and
5.6.
Table 5.1: Top 10 positive and negative concepts related to scenicness

(a) Top 10 concepts positively correlated to
scenicness

(b) Top 10 concepts negatively correlated to
scenicness

Concept

Correlation

Concept

Correlation

1

Canyon

0.47

Building

-0.39

2

Cli

0.43

Street

-0.37

3

Island

0.41

Sidewalk

-0.37

4

Valley (scene)

0.41

Crosswalk

-0.36

5

Ocean

0.40

Parking lot

-0.35

6

Wave

0.40

Windows

-0.33

7

Mountain

0.40

Parking garage indoor

-0.32

8

Valley

0.40

Bleachers outdoor

-0.31

9

Smeared

0.39

Platform

-0.30

Waterfall block

0.39

Road

-0.30

Rank

10

5.2.2

Validation of concept scores

Visualisation of concept scores

The visualisation of the concepts score for

mountain is shown in Figure 5.7 together

with the elevation map of the northern region of the United Kingdom. The concept
scores for

ocean and building are shown in Figure 5.8.

The concept

ocean only shows

very small highlighted areas on the island at the top right, at the bottom left of the
UK and in the upper left region.
Clustering of ScenicOrNot images

As the mapping of concepts scores could only be used on a limited amount of concepts, another validation approach was used. All SoN images were divided into 50
clusters and the concept scores were used to describe the clusters. For several clusters which showed specic concepts, the eight images nearest to the cluster centroid
were visualised, shown in Figure 5.9.

All clusters and the matching concepts are

added to the appendix (Table B.1).
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Broden images

↓

ScenicOrNot images

↓

Canyon

Cli

Island

Valley
(scene)

Ocean

Wave

Mountain

Valley

Smeared

Waterfall
block

Figure 5.5: Scenic concepts, the left images are the 4 closest aligned Broden images
with the corresponding CAV of the concept, the images on the right are the 4 SoN
images with the highest concept score for the concept.
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Broden images

↓

ScenicOrNot images

↓

Building

Street

Sidewalk

Crosswalk

Parking
lot

Windows

Parking
garage

Bleachers
outdoor

Platform

Road

Figure 5.6:

Unscenic concepts, the left images are the 4 closest aligned Broden

images with the corresponding CAV of the concept, the images on the right are the
4 SoN images with the highest concept score for the concept.
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(a)
Figure 5.7: (a)

Mountain

(b)
concept score, (b) Elevation map of the northern UK

(a) Ocean
Figure 5.8: Concept scores for
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(b) Building

ocean

and

building.
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(a) Cluster 10. Concepts: building, roof, abbey, tree, mansion

(b) Cluster 15. Concepts: rock, mountain, cli, earth, canyon

(c) Cluster 18. Concepts: building, sidewalk, road, street, car

(d) Cluster 23. Concepts: cli, rock, sea, sand, sky

(e) Cluster 37. Concepts: snow, earth, sky, ski-resort, ski slope

(f) Cluster 38. Concepts: coach, train, bridge, track, railway
Figure 5.9: Cluster visualisations for cluster 10, 15, 18, 23, 37, and 38. The concepts
are from Broden and the images are from SoN.
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5.3 RQ3: Discovering New Concepts Related to Scenicness
To align the CAV domain with the GloVe domain, two data matrices were cond
×mCAV
d
×mGloV e
. From the 628 initial
structed: XCAV ∈ R CAV
and XGloV e ∈ R GloV e
concepts with a corresponding CAV, only 302 had corresponding representation in
both domains. In the CAV domain, the additional non-corresponding CAVs (326)
and the sample of SoN images from the dierent scenicness bins (4726) were added
resulting in

mCAV = 5354,

with

dCAV = 100

by applying a PCA. In the GloVe do-

main, the ten nearest neighbors for each of the corresponding representations were
used as additional data (2246), resulting in

mGloV e = 2548

and

dGloV e = 300.

Us-

ing the data matrices, the graph Laplacians were constructed and both domains
were transformed to the latent space in which new concepts were correlated with
scenicness. The new concepts are shown in Table 5.2, where the column `training
neighbor' indicates the closest concept from Broden. For each of the concepts the
images from SoN and Broden with the highest concepts scores in the latent space
are shown in Figure 5.10 and 5.11.
Table 5.2: New concepts correlated with scenicness in the latent space

(a) Top 10 positive correlated new concepts
Concept

Training

(GloVe)

neighbor

1

outcrop

islet

0.54

2

archipelago

island

0.54

3

uninhabited

islet

0.53

4

wilderness

forest

0.52

5

rocky

mountain

0.52

6

foothills

mountain

0.52

7

arctic

ocean

0.51

8

bass

guitar

0.50

9

rugged

mountain

0.50

unpopulated

islet

0.50

Rank

10

Correlation

(b) Top 10 negative correlated new concepts
Rank

Training

Correlation

(GloVe)

neighbor

1

refrigerated

refrigerator

-0.52

2

expressway

highway

-0.51

3

supported

bush

-0.51

4

brakes

wheel

-0.50

5

concourse

mezzanine

-0.50

6

closed

shed

-0.49

7

prots

net

-0.48

8

undies

bedclothes

-0.48

9

console

dashboard

-0.48

plastered

poster

-0.48

10
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Transformed ScenicOrNot images

↓

Transformed Broden images

↓

Outcrop
(Islet)

Archipelago
(Island)
Uninhabited
(Islet)

Wilderness
(Forest)

Rocky
(Mountain)

Foothills
(Mountain)

Arctic
(Ocean)

Bass
(Guitar)

Rugged
(Mountain)

Unpopulated
(Islet)

Figure 5.10: New concepts positively related with scenicness in latent space. For
each concept, the left images show the 4 SoN images with the highest concept score
in the latent space and the images of the right show the 4 Broden images with the
highest corresponding concept score in the latent space.

Each concept's training

neighbor is shown between parenthesis.
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Transformed ScenicOrNot images

↓

Transformed Broden images

↓

Refrigerated
(Refrigerator)
Expressway
(Highway)

Supported
(Bush)

Brakes
(Wheel)

Concourse
(Mezzanine)

Closed
(Shed)

Prots
(Net)

Undies
(Bedclothes)
Console
(Dashboard)

Plastered
(Poster)

Figure 5.11: New concepts negatively related with scenicness in latent space. For
each concept, the left images show the 4 SoN images with the highest concept score
in the latent space and the images of the right show the 4 Broden images with the
highest corresponding concept score in the latent space.
neighbor is shown between parenthesis.
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Chapter 6 | Discussion
In this chapter the presented results are discussed, the limitations of the research
are intertwined within the discussion.

The chapter is structured along the three

research questions.

6.1 RQ1: Exploring Concept Activation Vectors
Broden preprocessing

To get a more accurate representation of concepts in images a 3% threshold was set
on the image labelling. The 3% threshold was determined through trial and error

> 3% removed labels
< 3% hardly removed any

and visual inspection of the images. In general, a threshold
which were clearly present in images, while a threshold

labels from images. However, setting the threshold is a trade-o between the accuracy of concept representations of images and the amount of concepts which can
be used. Concepts covering only e.g. 4% of an image aren't necessarily represented
by the entire image, thus arguably the threshold should be higher to remove more
concepts. Also, limiting labels to one per image of e.g. a scene or specic object
could potentially lead to more accurate CAVs.

However, CNNs are known to be

powerful in extracting semantic relevant features, as such a concept can be present
in the determined image features even though it only covers a small part of the image. Additionally, this research tries to use as many concepts as possible, by setting
a higher threshold more concepts would have been removed from initial use. Also,
a second threshold was set to remove inaccurate CAVs (lower than 75%), ensuring
that only accurate concept representations were used.

Number of concept images

The general trend in all graphs (Figure 5.2 and A.1) shows that the average accuracy increases and the standard deviation decreases with a larger number of concept
images. Also, most concepts reach a stable average accuracy of about
- 40 concept images. The concept
of about

70%,

bus shelter

90%

from 20

reaches a maximum average accuracy

but it only has a maximum of seven concept images, this accuracy

corresponds to most other concepts at seven concept images. However, its standard
deviation slightly increases with an increased number of concept images, while this
is expected to go down. On the other hand, the concept
few images (p

= 10)

but it reaches an accuracy of

90%

hayeld

also has relatively

with a lower standard devi-

ation.
All graphs show that the average accuracy of the CAVs plateaus at about 90% and
is often reached using only 20 images. To be on the safe side, it was chosen to use
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p = 40 concept images to determine a CAV, or the maximum available images when
the concept had less images.
Counter images

The general trend in the graphs (Figure 5.3 and A.2) shows a sharp increase in
average accuracy using very few counter images which then plateaus at
images.

However, concept such

beach, mountain snowy

and

street

30 − 40

show a slight

decrease in accuracy and an increase in standard deviation when using more than
200 counter images. This indicates that the number of counter images should be set
to about

n = 100.

The concept

bus shelter

only has seven concept images, but also

shows an increase in accuracy using few counter images. Yet, it also shows a large
standard deviation and the accuracy decreases until reaching 200 counter images.
It is important that a steady accuracy and a small standard deviation is achieved
when determining a CAV as this indicates that less outliers were used. Even though

hayeld

only has three more concept images than

bus shelter, it shows a completely

dierent trend, keeping a stable accuracy after 100 counter images.
To reach a reliable average accuracy for all CAVs, the preferred amount of counter
images was set to

n = 200.

Even though the average accuracy slightly decreases

for the concepts using about 40 concept images when using 200 counter images,
concepts with very few concept image reach reliable average accuracy when using
about 200 counter images (the standard deviation is reduced). This is important as
a threshold was set to remove inaccurate CAVs in the next step.
Broden CAVs

As explained in the methodology, a random classier would be able to determine
a CAV with 50% accuracy on the test data.

By setting a threshold of 75% on

the average accuracy, inaccurate concept representations were removed from the
research.

As such, the number of counter images was set to 200 as this removes

concepts such as

bus shelter with few concept images, but keeps concepts like hayeld

also with few concept images but showing higher accuracies. Arguably, the threshold
could have been set higher as most of the tested concepts reach an accuracy near
90%, indicating that this could be used as default accuracy.

However, the used

concepts to determine the amount of concept and counter images all came from the

scene

category and these images generally showed more accurate image labelling.

As such, the shown accuracy graphs could be biased towards a higher accuracy as
accurate image labelling will result in higher accuracies. An improvement would be
to sample an equal number of concepts from each of the six categories in Broden,
this would ensure a better representation of all the concepts in Broden and might
have resulted in dierent amount of concept and counter images. On the other hand,
Figure 5.4 shows that the CAVs capture semantically meaningful features for each
of the concepts, as all three concepts have images in dierent angles and dierent
objects of varying sizes. The concepts

horse

and

ship

do not belong to the

scene

category, indicating that even though the 75% threshold was on the low side it did
not result in inaccurate concept representations.
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6.2 RQ2: Concept Activation Vectors and Landscape Scenicness
Concepts related to scenicness

The majority of the concepts positively related to scenicness shown in Table 5.1a
are nature-outdoors related as in line with the conclusions from [24, 33, 38]. The
visualisations of the concepts shown in Figure 5.5 match with the corresponding
concepts and even though Broden and SoN are dierent image datasets the images
show similarity.

An outlier in the concepts is

from SoN do not display the concept

smeared

smeared,

the corresponding images

but this is sensitive to interpretation

bias. Also the images across both datasets do not correspond, but apparently the
images do share similar features detected by the CNN. Another interesting concept
is

valley, it appears twice as it was a concept in both the scene

in Broden, but it had dierent image labels.

object category
Even though the CAVs for valley were
and

dierent, two out of four SoN are similar and also one Broden image is shared. This
shows that the CAVs share similar semantic features even though they were trained
on dierent images.

Shared images also appear for the concepts

ocean

and

wave

indicating that the CAVs are closely related.

The top ten concepts with a negative correlation with scenicness (Table 5.1b) indicate that man-made structures are mostly associated with unscenic landscapes.
Looking at the concept visualisations in Figure 5.6 it shows that the SoN images
are less accurate representations of the concepts than the Broden images. The concept

street

only shows two images containing a street and two unrelated images,

while the Broden images show four street images. Even though the same CAV is
used in both Broden and SoN, the two most related images to this CAV in SoN
do not represent the concept. Similar patterns are seen for

platform.

sidewalk, windows

and

This indicates that the CAVs for these concepts do not capture the right

semantics. An interesting concept is

crosswalk, the Broden images show crosswalks
crosswalk CAV thus

of white lines, while the SoN images show parking lots. The

only captured the features of white lines on crosswalks rather than the semantics
in which crosswalks appear. A similar pattern is shown by

bleachers outdoor, the
parking

CAV mainly captured steel bar like structures. Interestingly, the concept

lot

shows both in Broden and SoN images unrelated to the concept, this is likely

due to inaccurate image labelling. Also, the concept

parking garage

shows indoor

images and a petrol station in Broden, as SoN contains mostly outdoor images the
corresponding

parking garage

images are more related to petrol stations.

To summarize, while the concepts themselves seem to have logical appearance in
their relation with scenicness, the images show that not all concept semantics were
captured by the CAVs, some CAVs even show unrelated concepts. The Broden images show the concept of interest for the majority of concepts, but the SoN images
often show a less strong connection with the concepts especially in the unscenic concepts. While this is only based on the visual interpretation of four images in both
image datasets, the displayed images are strongest related to the CAVs out of all
images. Thus it should be noted that the CAVs and concept scores are not always
reliable.
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Validation of concept scores

The distribution of the concept score for
that

mountain

mountain

shown in Figure 5.7a indicates

was mainly found in images in the northern region of the UK. This

matches with the actual mountainous areas, as shown by Figure 5.7b. This provides
an indication that the CAV for

mountain

captures the right semantics. However,

the validation should not be generalized, as shown by Figure 5.8 not all concepts
can be validated using image geo-location. The concept

ocean only shows three very

small regions which do appear in coastal regions but these can hardly be recognized

building
building is

and cannot be used for validation. On the contrary, the concept score for
covers a large part of the UK, except for the mountainous regions. As
a broad concept, a small shed can be classied as

building,

it can appear in many

images as thus cover a large area. However, due to this large coverage it makes it
hard to validate through visual interpretation.
To summarize, the plotted concepts do show sensible highlighted areas indicating
that the CAVs and concepts scores capture the semantic meaning of the concepts.
However, properly validating the concepts as done for

mountain

cannot be done.

Not many concepts can be validated by the geo-location and those which can often
show very small highlighted regions.
ScenicOrNot clusters

As

k -means

clustering is unsupervised it does not take into account any labels, it

only uses the image features to create clusters. Linking the concepts to the clusters
thus provides an independent validation method. As the clustered images are similar to each other, only several concepts can be used to describe a cluster by means
of the concept scores. As shown by the visualisation of several clusters in Figure 5.9
this turns out to be the case. It provides an indication that the concept scores and
thus the CAVs accurately capture the semantics of the corresponding concepts for
the majority of concepts. However, it must be noted that Table B.1 shows a lot of
overlapping clusters, indicating that the SoN images contain less than 50 clusters.
It was chosen to still use 50 clusters as this allowed the

k -means

algorithm to make

some very specic clusters, like cluster 37 (snow-related), which were removed when
using fewer clusters. Calculating concept scores for very specic clusters allows for
easier validation as the cluster can only be described by a few concepts. Determining
the optimum amount of clusters can be very hard as it is highly dependent on the
initialisation of the algorithm. As such, some noise will likely always be present in
the clusters.
To summarize, clustering the SoN using an unsupervised

k -Means

algorithm and

calculating concept scores for each cluster was used as an additional validation
method for the determined CAVs and concept scores.

It showed that the major-

ity of CAVs and concept scores capture the right semantic features and are thus
assumed as accurate concept representations which can be used in the next stage of
the research.
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6.3 RQ3: Discovering New Concepts Related to Scenicness
Semi-Supervised Manifold Alignment

The latent space in which both domains were aligned only captured the semantics
of the provided labeled and unlabeled data instances and thus is limited to discovering new concepts within the semantics of the training data (the data used to
align the manifolds). Using a random sample of GloVe data instances as unlabeled
data could provide a richer semantic latent space. However, the alignment of both
manifolds would be weaker as the GloVe domain would be too complex to align
with the CAV domain, resulting in less accurate and less meaningful new concept
representations. This also explains why the entire GloVe dataset was not used in
the manifold alignment; the complex semantic manifold of the entire GloVe dataset
cannot be aligned with the less complex manifold of the CAV dataset.

Thus by

using the nearest neighboring concepts in the GloVe domain as unlabeled data, the
semantics captured by the CAV and GloVe data used in the manifold alignment are
relatively similar. This results in a better alignment of both manifolds but a less
semantically rich latent space.
To create a semantically richer latent space, additional CAVs and corresponding
concepts between both domains are required. With the increase in training data a
larger range of concepts is covered creating a richer latent space. However, creating additional CAVs requires a larger image dataset, which is contradictory to the
applied methodology as this tries to prevent building an image dataset by learning
additional CAVs through manifold alignment.

Nonetheless, there are many other

image datasets available besides Broden which can be used to determine additional
CAVs.
To summarize, due to the limited amount of CAVs and corresponding data instances
between the CAV and GloVe domain, the semantics captured by the latent space is
limited to the semantics of the data used in the manifold alignment. As such, discovering new concept related to scenicness is limited to the range of concepts which
are semantically similar to the concepts used to align the manifolds. To improve the
latent space, additional CAVs and corresponding concepts between both domains
are required.

New Concepts in the Latent Space

The above described limitations of the latent space become apparent when looking at
the new concepts shown in Table 5.2; the concepts are closely related to the original
training neighbors. Newly found concepts which were plural forms of their training
neighbors were removed from both tables e.g.

mountains - mountain or roundabouts

- roundabout, these were not considered to be `new'.

Table 5.2a conforms with the

previous results showing that the concepts related to scenic landscapes are nature
and outdoor related, with the concept

bass

being an exception. On the other hand,

Table 5.2b does not show any uniformity among the new concepts and does not
conform with the previous results that concepts related to unscenic environments
are often man-made, with the concept

expressway

being an exception. This raises
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questions on the quality of the alignment itself.
The visual examples of the new concepts, shown in Figure 5.10 and 5.11, were
used to assess the quality of the alignment and the representations of the new concepts.

For each concept, a concept score was calculated on the transformed SoN

and Broden images allowing to quantify the presence of a concept in every image.
Thus, the four images from each dataset with the highest concepts scores for the
corresponding concept should contain the concept. The appearance of a concept in
an image is especially important for the image from SoN, as the concept scores in
SoN are linked to the SoN scenicness scores to relate new concepts to scenicness.
Looking at the positively related new concepts, an unexpected concept is

bass.

How-

ever, its corresponding images do not match with the concept, the SoN images show
outdoor-water related images and even the Broden images do not correspond with

bass or its training neighbor guitar. As such, bass is regarded as an outlier. Interestingly, the concept rocky seems to be closely matched with images containing water
while its training neighbor is mountain and one of the Broden images contains a car.
This makes rocky a questionable concept. However, this is also dependent on the
interpretation bias of the user, as the majority of the images do contain rocks. The
same goes for the concepts

uninhabited

and

unpopulated,

while the concepts have

comparable denitions and a similar training neighbor, their images do not seem to
correspond. Yet, it is hard to argue that the images do not show uninhabited or
unpopulated areas. This is a common problem for all concepts which are adjectives
as the interpretation of the concept is highly dependent on the user.
The interpretation bias also needs to be taken into account when assessing the negative related new concepts. The only new negative concept with accurate images in

expressway, showing similar images in Broden as well. However, it is not the
only accurate concept representation, as the concept console shows accurate images

SoN is

in Broden. While Broden contains both indoor and outdoor object, SoN is limited
to outdoor images.

console.

As such, there are no images in SoN which correspond with

The concept

refrigerated

shows a similar tendency. Hence, indoor related

concepts cannot be used when looking for concepts related to landscape scenicness.
In addition, the concept

undies

was more related to cars than clothes in the latent

net referred
net was used as a corresponding
concept between both domains, in the GloVe domain net was more business related
space. Another interesting concept is

prots

as the training neighbor

to the object net, as in e.g. volleyball net. While

and in the CAV domain more fabric/sports related. A similar domain `translation'
error was observed for the concept

sky, which in the GloVe domain also referred to

the telecommunication company Sky.
Overall, the representations of the new concepts positively related to scenicness
do capture the semantics of each concept, with the exception for

bass.

The repre-

sentations of the new concepts negatively related to scenicness do not capture the
semantics of each concept, as the concept hardly appear in the corresponding SoN
images. While it is hard to visually determine the quality of the manifold alignment,
the general trend shows an accurate alignment for objects and `scenes' and a less
accurate alignment for concepts which are adjectives or verbs.
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Chapter 7 | Conclusion
The main objective of this research was to explore concepts related to landscape
scenicness in images by learning from and connecting heterogeneous datasets. This
objective was split into three more specic research questions, which are answered
below. A general conclusion regarding the objective is provided afterwards.
RQ1: How can the Testing with Concept Activation Vectors method be
used to determine Concept Activation Vectors of concepts in an image
dataset?

This research showed that by using relatively few images a concept representation
can be extracted from a CNN using the Testing with Concept Activation Vectors
(TCAV) methodology. The determined Concept Activation Vector (CAV) generalize well and were able to identify the concepts in new images. On average, using
40 images representing the concept of interest and 200 counter images the highest
obtainable accuracy was reached, which was

85 − 95%

for the larger part of the

tested concepts. This conrms that discriminative CAVs can be computed for the
majority of concepts.
RQ2:

Which Concept Activation Vectors can be related to landscape

scenicness?

Linking the CAVs to the ScenicOrNot (SoN) images showed that nature and outdoors related concepts contribute to higher scenicness in images and that man-made
related concepts contribute to unscenicness in images.

The determined concepts

themselves often seem to have logical appearance in their relation with scenicness
however, the matching images show that not all concept semantics were captured by
the CAVs. As such, not all determined concepts are used. The research showed that
the CAVs for concepts

block

canyon, cli, island, valley, ocean, wave, mountain, waterfall

have the highest positive correlation with the SoN scenicness score. While the

CAVs for concepts

building, street, windows, platform, road have the largest negative

correlation with the scenicness score.
RQ3:

Which new scenicness concepts can be retrieved using word em-

beddings, if any?

The set of CAVs was expanded by aligning the Broden visual CAVs to their corresponding word embedding in the GloVe domain by using Semi-Supervised Manifold Alignment. Using this alignment, it was possible to explore a limited part of
the GloVe space to nd new interesting concepts related to scenicness. While the
alignment provided new concepts, they were very similar to the concepts found in
the second research question. From the initial new ten highest concepts contributing to scenicness the following concepts remain:
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wilderness, rocky, foothills, arctic, rugged and unpopulated. While only the concept
expressway remained from the initial top ten negative contributing concepts. The
other concepts were considered inaccurate.
General conclusion

This research explored a method to nd a broad range of concepts by learning from
and connecting heterogeneous datasets, which allows for better scenicness interpretability. This was done by computing Concept Activation Vectors (CAVs) using
the Broden image dataset, these CAVS were then related to the scenicness score
attached to the ScenicOrNot image dataset. This provided a initial set of concepts
and their relation to landscape scenicness. Next, this set of concepts was expanded
with word embeddings using cross-domain manifold alignment, which allowed for
a broader search of concepts which can be related to landscape scenicness.

The

overall trend in all concepts used shows that nature and outdoor related concepts
are often found in images with higher scenicness while images with lower scenicness
often show man-made structures.
The used method was adapted to the use case of scenicness in images.

Besides

the conclusions regarding this study case, the method showed that it is possible to
connect heterogeneous datasets and increase data availability. Especially the text
domain (e.g. word embeddings) can provide a large amount of data. This allows for
a broader range of interpretability, which can also be used outside of this research'
study case.
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Chapter 8 | Recommendation
The used methodology in this research is not limited to the specic topic of scenicness.

However, based on this research several recommendations can formulated.

Possible future work should take into account the following recommendations:

•

More CAVs

As usual in Deep Learning: use more data, or when interested in concepts, use
more initial CAVs. This requires a larger image dataset from which CAVs can
be derived but it provides a larger initial amount of concepts. This will also
result in more shared concepts between the the dierent domains, which will
likely result in a better alignment and even more additional concepts.

•

Less image labels

When determining CAVs from images, only use image labels which cover the
majority of the image. This will result in a more accurate concept representation by the CAV, providing a more accurate concept feature space.

•

Remove non-related concepts

When aligning domains, e.g. the CAV domain with the word embedding domain, remove concepts from the word embeddings which are not related to
problem, e.g. remove indoor concepts when the problem is outdoor related.
The results showed that the concepts e.g.

refrigerated

and

undies

were re-

lated to unscenic images, while the images contained mostly outdoor images.
Removing concepts should be done with caution to prevent conrmation bias.

•

Accuracy metric

To validate the presence of concepts in images or the concepts in the alignment,
this research often relied on visual interpretation of images. This is sensitive
to interpretation bias, it is recommended to dene an accuracy measure to
create an unbiased validation.

•

Concepts in TCAV

To come back on the intitial use of CAVs, which were intended for interpreting
a model's sensitivity to a certain concept.

The research showed that it is

possible to expand an initial set of concepts using word embeddings. This could
potentially allow a model sensitivity check covering a large range of concepts
providing more interpretable models without the need of a large image dataset.
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Table B.1: Description of each cluster by concept
Cluster 1: 3.8

Cluster 2: 2.5

Cluster 3: 3.3

Cluster 4: 4.5

tree

building

building

rock

bush

sky

tree

tree

embankment

tree

sky

aqueduct

fence

sidewalk

bridge

earth

roof

bush

Cluster 5: 4.5

Cluster 6: 4.5

Cluster 7: 4.6

Cluster 8: 4.5

eld

tree

tree

eld

park

yard

eld

bush

tree

earth

bush

eld

bush

path

yard

ower

grass

Japanese-

drainage-

tree

garden

ditch

Cluster 9: 4.4

Cluster 10: 4.0

Cluster 11: 5.0

Cluster 12: 5.3

tree

building

rock

eld

building

roof

tree

bush

abbey

abbey

water

embankment

sky

tree

Japanese-

dirt track

castle

mansion

garden

marsh

embankment
Cluster 13: 4.7

Cluster 14: 4.3

Cluster 15: 6.6

Cluster 16: 4.0

grass

tree

rock

tree

fence

fence

mountain

park

pasture

path

cli

yard

sheep

eld

earth

grass

tree

bush

canyon

eld

Cluster 17: 4.5

Cluster 18: 2.2

Cluster 19: 4.5

Cluster 20: 4.2

tree

building

tree

roof

eld

sidewalk

bush

mansion

bush

road

bridge

farm

eld

street

water

dacha

marsh

car

rock

abbey

Cluster 21: 5.8

Cluster 22: 3.6

Cluster 23: 6.9

Cluster 24: 6.8

earth

tree

cli

mountain

pasture

eld

rock

valley

eld

building

sea

earth

grass

sky

sand

eld

embankment

earth

sky

hill

Cluster 25: 4.7

Cluster 26: 5.0

Cluster 27: 5.6

Cluster 28: 2.9

tree

tree

eld

building

eld

earth

bush

roof

bush

yard

moor

sidewalk

yard

forest path

earth

house

earth

ski slope

sky

sky
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Cluster 29: 3.4

Cluster 30: 4.2

Cluster 31: 5.5

Cluster 32: 4.9

tree

eld

tree

tree

earth

tree

bush

yard

building

bush

water

Japanese-

path

grass

lake

yard

park

marsh

garden
earth
vegetablegarden

Cluster 33: 4.4

Cluster 34: 5.6

Cluster 35: 4.6

Cluster 36: 3.0

eld

sand

tree

tree

bush

sky

earth

road

eld

ground

bush

building

tree

beach

eld

access road

marsh

water

embankment

street

Cluster 37: 5.8

Cluster 38: 2.9

Cluster 39: 3.4

Cluster 40: 3.1

snow

coach

sky

tree

earth

train

tree

building

sky

bridge

roundabout

sky

ski resort

track

building

roof

ski slope

railway

bush

earth

Cluster 41: 3.7

Cluster 42: 5.3

Cluster 43: 4.4

Cluster 44: 5.2

roof

water

eld

rock

tree

sky

bush

mountain

building

bush

path

badlands

earth

aquatic-

tree

cli

drainage-

potholed

hovel

theater
boat

ditch

Cluster 45: 4.4

Cluster 46: 5.4

Cluster 47: 5.4

Cluster 48: 4.0

bush

path

eld

tree

tree

earth

mountain

bush

eld

bush

bush

eld

marsh

eld

desert sand

path

drainage-

rock

moor

drainage-

ditch

ditch

Cluster 49: 5.9

Cluster 50: 5.7

rock

eld

moor

mountain

sand

bush

earth

earth

sky

rock
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